Light-guided lumpectomy: device and case report
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1 Introduction
For small breast cancers and precancerous conditions a lumpectomy, also called breast-conserving surgery, is often performed. In this surgical technique, the lesion and surrounding tissue are removed but the remainder of the breast is left intact. More than 340,000 lumpectomies were performed1,2 in 2006 in the United States and this number has increased steadily over the last decade.3,4 In this paper, we describe the development of a device to assist surgeons in removing small nonpalpable breast lesions found.

In 1980, Kopans and DeLuca introduced the hookwire technique to improve the preoperative localization of breast lesions.5 The hookwire is a 20- to 25-cm-long thin wire bent at the tip to form a V-shaped hook and is now referred to as the Kopans wire. In practice, a radiologist places a needle in a lesion using either x-ray or ultrasound guidance then slides the Kopans wire, hook end first, through the needle. Once the needle is removed, the hook springs open and is anchored at the lesion site. The wire external to the skin is taped in place to prevent its displacement. Proper localization is confirmed with orthogonal mammograms and the patient is sent to the operating room.
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Abstract. We describe the development, design, fabrication, and testing of an optical wire to assist in the surgical removal of small lesions during breast-conserving surgery. We modify a standard localization wire by adding a 200-μm optical fiber alongside it; the resulting optical wire fit through an 18 gauge needle for insertion in the breast. The optical wire is anchored in the lesion by a radiologist under ultrasonic and mammographic guidance. At surgery, the tip is illuminated with an eyesafe, red, HeNe laser, and the resulting glowball of light in the breast tissue surrounds the lesion. The surgeon readily visualizes the glowball in the operating room. This glowball provides sufficient feedback to the surgeon that it is used (1) to find the lesion and (2) as a guide during resection. Light-guided lumpectomy is a simple enhancement to traditional wire localization that could improve the current standard of care for surgical treatment of small, nonpalpable breast lesions. © 2010 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.3499422]
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The surgery is guided by the anchored Kopans wire. The surgeon views the mammograms and observes the general location of the lesion and the wire. Since the end of the wire is in the lesion, the surgeon will try to remove the lesion with disease-free surrounding tissue; consequently, before reaching the end of the wire, the surgeon must deviate from the wire and then reapproach it to excise the tissue surrounding its tip. The exact point to deviate from and approach the wire is unclear and can cause the resection to be scalloped (i.e., the cut was either too close or too far from the lesion and the distance required correction). At a minimum, if diseased tissue is found within 2 mm of the surface of the resected tissue, the margin is positive and a second surgery is indicated. Scalloped borders are irregular and can result in positive margins.

The radiologist places the wire parallel to the chest wall because it is the safest and most accurate method of localization.9 However, this approach is not necessarily ideal for the surgeon. Often, to avoid following the wire from the skin to the lesion, surgeons will anticipate the location of the tip to properly place the skin incision. After this incision is made, the wire is cut near the skin, pulled into the incision and followed to the lesion. Despite the wire guidance, these procedures are often repeated due to positive margins. The rates of published10–16 positive margins range from 10 to 50%.

We hypothesized that the standard wire-guided lumpectomy could be improved by using light. The standard Kopans wire would be replaced by an optical wire that illuminated the breast and produced a glowball of light that surrounded the lesion. This glowball might assist surgeons in both locating and resecting nonpalpable lesions by providing a visible, spherical target. The optical wire would be placed by a radiologist using the same technologies as are currently used for Kopans wires. To maintain the current standard of care, the optical wire consisted of a 200-μm optical fiber adhered to a standard Kopans wire.

2 Benchtop Development

2.1 Visibility

One primary goal of light-guided lumpectomy was to ensure visibility of the glowball during surgery with no necessity for eye protection or imaging devices. To maximize light penetration through tissue, the illumination would ideally be at an IR wavelength such as 800 nm. In fact, this wavelength works well when semiconductor-based sensors are used to detect light, but is well outside the range of sensitivity of the human eye (400 to 700 nm). The 800-nm wavelength can be seen using IR night vision goggles, but this is impractical in the operating room. Instead, one must find a wavelength that maximizes light penetration (longer wavelengths) and also maximizes visibility (shorter wavelengths). The visibility of light transmission through breast tissue might be estimated as the product of the light transmitted through 10 mm of breast tissue and the sensitivity of the human eye. Both normal and diseased breast tissue17–23 have reduced scattering coefficients (μs') that range from 0.5 to 2.0 mm⁻¹. The absorption coefficient (μa) of breast tissue in the visible range of the spectrum is dominated by hemoglobin.

The spectral behavior of scattering was assumed to be

$$\mu_s' = 0.4 \left(\frac{\lambda}{650 \text{ nm}}\right)^{-0.7} \text{ mm}^{-1},$$

where λ is the wavelength; this was based on van Veen et al.23 from intraoperative optical properties of normal breast tissue. The absorption coefficient (μa) was determined by a nominal hemoglobin concentration of 2% with 80% oxygenation. A point source diffusion model24 was used to determine the fraction of light emitted by the optical fiber that passed through r = 30 mm of simulated breast tissue. This fraction was then multiplied by the CIE 1951 standards of luminous efficiency for the (light adapted) photopic eye25 to obtain an estimate of relative visibility as a function of wavelength (Fig. 2). In this graph, the dramatic increase in visibility at 600 nm is caused by a decrease in light absorption by blood. The decrease in visibility approaching 700 nm is due to the sensitivity of the human eye. The optimal wavelength was conveniently around 633 nm and a red HeNe laser could be used. The scotopic (dark adapted) response (not shown) is shifted slightly to the left of the photopic curve.

2.2 Prophylactic Mastectomy Specimens

Based on the estimated visibility and the work of Hussman et al.,26 where 635-nm light was visible through several centimeters of breast tissue, a preclinical study was established under Providence Health & Services IRB protocol 06-29B. Three subjects undergoing prophylactic mastectomy were
Diameter of visible light through mastectomy tissue as the depth of a 3-mW 633-nm light source was increased. Visible diameter is shown under typical laboratory lighting (lit) conditions and with most laboratory lights off (dark).

3 Fabrication and Testing

Based on these promising ex vivo results we designed and built an optical wire for use during surgery. Ideally, the procedure used by the radiologist for placing the optical wire would be identical to that used for a Kopans wire; unfortunately, the added bulk of the optical fiber required that the needle size be increased from 21 to 18 gauge. This was the only change from the standard procedure used by the radiologist for placing the wire.

The diameter of the Kopans wire was 250 μm and the diameter of the optical wire was 457 μm (Fig. 1). The optical fiber had to be displaced from the tip of the Kopans wire by 3 mm for the assembly to pass through the 18 gauge needle. The entire length of the optical wire had to fit through the needle, which meant that the end of the optical fiber was bare and could have no connectors to facilitate light coupling. To be able to position the laser away from the sterile field in the operating room, a 3-m length of optical fiber was chosen.

3.1 Light Delivery

For the glowball to be visible during lumpectomy, laser light was required to be reproducibly coupled into a bare fiber without the ability to measure the light output through the fiber. To accomplish this, the laser system was designed to be aligned with a separate 20-cm standard optical fiber. In addition, the intensity of the light emitting from the fiber was controlled so the glowball could be made smaller or larger. An adjustable neutral density filter set was used to accomplish this control with a HeNe laser.

The laser light was focused by a 10× objective [0.3 numerical aperture (NA)]. The focal spot was located at a 200-μm SMA (subminiature version A) connector through which the optical fiber could slide (see Fig. 5). To position the fiber, it was pushed through the SMA connector toward the objective then pushed back into the SMA connector with a 2-mm-diam rod so that the fiber face was in plane with the front of the SMA connector. To prevent the fiber from moving, a fiber holder was used to secure the fiber in place.

The system was aligned with a 20-cm-long segment of the same fiber used in the optical wire. At the free end of this standard fiber, a silicon optical sensor (Coherent, OP-2VIS) and power meter (Coherent, FieldMax II–TO) were used to measure the output. The SMA connector was translated in the plane perpendicular to the axis of the fiber until the light output was maximized. The standard fiber, aligned and then re-placed in the SMA five times, coupled 4.4 ± 0.6 mW. After the standard fiber was aligned, the system was not changed except for removal.
of the standard fiber and placement of the optical wire fiber. We characterized 3 m of optical fiber before attaching it to the Kopans wire. The 3-m optical wire fiber coupled $2.7 \pm 0.4$ mW over five different placements. Due to the small standard deviation of the power output, it was assumed that the system could be aligned in the operating room using the standard optical fiber and then replaced by the optical wire fiber to achieve the power output already given.

3.2 Optical Wire Assembly

After the fiber was characterized, the optical wire was assembled (Fig. 6). The proximal 247 mm of a Kopans wire (Cook Medical, DKBL-25-9.0) and the distal 247 mm of the characterized optical fiber (CeramOptec, Optran WF 200/220 P) were placed within a 457-μm-inner-diam Teflon tube so that the fiber tip was 3 mm from the bent end of the Kopans wire. Using a 30 gauge blunt-tip needle, the medical grade epoxy (LOCTITE 3921) was slowly dispensed into the Teflon tube. To cure the epoxy once the tube was filled, a UV light source (Dymax Light Welder, 3010EC) irradiated every 4 cm of the assembly for 2 min. The Teflon tube was slowly slid off of the optical wire, leaving the Kopans wire attached to the optical fiber.

The tip of the fiber was 3 mm from the tip of the Kopans wire. The epoxy was solid and uniformly distributed over its 247-mm length. The device was packaged and sterilized by hydrogen peroxide (STERRAD).

4 Clinical Use

A 65-year-old female consented to and was enrolled in a phase I clinical trial of light-guided lumpectomy under Providence Health & Services IRB protocol 07-11A. Prior to enrollment, a biopsy of the lesion had proven positive for high-grade ductal carcinoma in situ and a radio-opaque clip was inserted at the site of the biopsy. Using sterile technique and local lidocaine, the radiologist used an 18 gauge needle to place the optical wire 40 mm into the upper outer aspect of the right breast next to the clip using ultrasound. With the tip of the optical wire anchored within millimeters of the clip, the needle was removed from the breast and the optical fiber was wound, placed between gauze and taped to the subject’s skin. The localization of the lesion was confirmed with two orthogonal x-ray mammograms (Fig. 7).

The subject was taken to the operating room where she received general anesthetic and was endotracheally intubated. The laser system was aligned using the standard fiber. The optical wire fiber was untaped from the subjects skin and uncoiled. The free end of the optical wire fiber was coupled to the laser assembly and the rest of the fiber was secured with tape to prevent it from moving.

In the operating suite, the optical wire was illuminated (1 to 4 mW of power were coupled into the fiber during the procedure) and an incision was made in the upper outer quadrant where the surgeon knew the lesion was located. The room lights were turned down until the glowball was visualized by the
In the study, the investigators (no secondary detectors were used; Fig. 8) used the glowball to indicate direction, the surgeon made sharp dissection superior, medial, and lateral following the light gradient. The direction of the optical wire tip was readily determined by gentle palpation of the surrounding tissue. By switching the neutral density filters, the intensity and therefore the size of the glowball was gradually reduced, as determined by the surgeon. The surgeon then began dissecting around the glowball to resect the lesion. After the specimen was completely excised, the wire was cut and the specimen sides were inked with different colors to indicate orientation. The specimen was sent for orthogonal radiographs in which the clip and wire were centrally located in the specimen so the incision was closed. The subject tolerated the procedure well with no known complications.

This procedure demonstrated the feasibility of light guided lumpectomies. The specimen was 25×56×35 mm in the anterior-posterior × medial-lateral × superior-inferior aspects. The subject had histologically negative margins (>10 mm) and the surgeon found the glowball helpful in both localizing the nonpalpable lesion as well as resecting a relatively spherical specimen of an appropriate size.

5 Conclusion

Light-guided lumpectomy may enable new approaches during surgery that may lead to improved cosmetic results for the subject. Currently, surgeons must “follow the wire” either from its skin entry site (selected by the radiologist) or from a nearby incision. A circumareolar incision often has enhanced cosmetic results, but finding the tip of a traditional Kopans wire when using such an approach can be challenging.

Light-guided lumpectomy may provide simple, practical benefits to the current practice of breast-conserving surgery. On this subject, the optical wire seemed to help the surgeon find and resect a nonpalpable breast lesion. The tip of the optical wire was known to be within the lesion as it was placed with imaging guidance so that it localized a biopsy proven ductal carcinoma in situ. Given the known location and approximate size of the lesion from previous imaging, the surgeon was able to identify the area of breast tissue to remove. The glowball provided immediate visualization at the end of the optical wire, which the surgeon used to estimate proximity to the wire tip. As a confirmation that the lesion appeared to be contained in the lumpectomy specimen, orthogonal radiographs were taken of the specimen to provide immediate feedback to the surgeon before the incision was closed. Pathologic analysis provided final confirmation of the margin status.

Although encouraging, this is a case report and to improve clinical outcomes, the light-guided lumpectomy must demonstrate improved margin status following resection of small lesions. If successful in improving clinical outcomes, the slightly larger needle used for localization and the dimmed lights in the operating room should prove to be small adjustments to the procedure. If the optical wire can reduce the number of procedures that result in positive margins, and therefore reduce the number of repeated lumpectomies, it may not only improve patient outcomes but reduce the cost of treating breast cancer. However, this remains an open question that is being addressed in a prospective, randomized, controlled trial.
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